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Abstract

In this paper, the design and the development of a robotic platform conceived to perform accelerated life tests on a newly manufactured domestic
appliances is presented. The proposed system aims at improving the safety of human operators that share the workspace with the robotic platform
which is a common scenario of test laboratories. A deep learning algorithm is used for the human detection and pose estimation, while the
integration between a conventional motion planning algorithm with a fast 3D collision checker has been implemented as a global planner plugin
for the ROS navigation stack. With the twofold objective of improving safety and saving energy in the battery-powered mobile manipulator used
in this project, the problem of minimizing the overall kinetic energy is addressed through a properly designed task priority controller, in which the
manipulator inertia matrix is used to weight the joint speeds while satisfying multiple robotic tasks according to a hierarchy designed to interact
with the appliances while preserving the safety of the human operators. Simulations are carried out to evaluate the overall control architecture and
preliminary results indicate the effectiveness of the developed system in the test laboratory floors.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Robots, nowadays are widely exploited to perform tasks
commonly found in the manufacturing sectors that are fast, dan-
gerous or repetitive for humans. In this regard, home appliance
manufacturing industry has shown a strong demand for rapid
and efficient ways to test new products to meet the growing cus-
tomers demand for high performance appliances and compete
in the market. The application of mobile manipulators in do-
mestic appliance test facility is useful to relieve human opera-
tors from time consuming tasks, speed up the tests and improve
efficiency.

However, alleviating the concern for safety in an environ-
ment shared by human operator and a robot plays essential
part in the development of automated systems. Accelerated Life
Test (ALT) is a commonly used technique to acquire reliabil-
ity information quickly [3]. In particular, appliance manufactur-
ing industry conducts ALT on the small fraction of appliances
statistically sampled from the production line and are super-
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vised by a human operators. The industrial robot safety standard
given in [18] outlines safety requirements in a human-robot
collaborative workspace. Speed and separation monitoring cri-
terion aims at preventing physical impact from occurring by
maintaining a static safe separation distance between the robot
and any humans walking through the collaborative workspace.
The safeguards for speed and separation monitoring criterion
in a collaborative scenario includes, among other thing, a hu-
man detection system and a reduced speed mode for the robot
depending on the separation distance when human operator is
detected [10]. The development of robotic systems that fulfills
this safety requirement involves integration of complex soft-
ware and hardware subsystems in a reliable way. Even more,
it is necessary to tailor the development to fit in to the particu-
lar work environment where humans and the robot collaborate.

Introducing robotic technology to the test and verification
labs in appliance industry, while offering numerous advantages,
it also poses new challenges with respect to safety. To meet the
growing demand from customer side, the need to test products
in short time and bring to the market is rising. Applying robots
here can help in speeding up the test running the tasks non-stop
in night shifts and weekends. It is also reasonable to consider
mobile manipulators for these test labs to fully take advantage2351-9789 c© 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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Fig. 1: Proposed safety system.

of the above mentioned points due to the extended workspace
they over while also minimizing the cost associated to the test as
sensors and the end-effector are mounted on a mobile agent and
can be shared for all appliances [2, 4]. However, the safety re-
quirement for mobile manipulators should be defined uniquely
to ensure safety with respect to the mobile platform as well as
the robotic arm. Defining the safety requirement could be even
more complex if the simultaneous motion of the mobile base
and the arm is considered.

This work presents safety requirements associated with
human-robot collaboration in a domestic appliance test lab and
proposes a safety oriented robotic system with energy efficient
arm controller. This work utilizes off-the-shelf (OTS) mobile
manipulators, the TIAGO robot from PAL Robotics, equipped
with redundant arm and RGB-D camera to be deployed in the
life test laboratory of washing machines. A deep learning ap-
proach is adopted to detect the humans in the scene, providing
to the robot controller their pose estimation. Moreover, a global
planner plugin for the ROS navigation stack has been imple-
mented through the integration between a conventional motion
planning algorithm and a Graphic Processing Unit (GPU) based
fast 3D collision checker. To improve both the safety of the sys-
tem and to save energy in the battery-powered mobile manipu-
lator, the overall kinetic energy of the robot is minimized by the
task priority controller through the use of the manipulator iner-
tia matrix to weight the joint speeds. The task priority controller
ensures also to satisfy multiple robotic tasks to perform proper
interaction with the appliances while preserving the safety of
the human operators. Simulations and preliminary experiments
have been carried out to evaluate the system capabilities and
develop all the required functionalities, and the results are re-
ported in this paper.

The rest of the paper is organized as follow: In Section 2 the
washing machine life test lab setup and the safety criterion for
ensuring safety are discussed. The overall robotic system and
the software and hardware requirements are also highlighted
in this section. Section 3 discusses a deep-learning based ap-
proach for human operators detection and recognition in the
workspace. A customized navigation system with the capabil-
ity to plan motion in real-time with fast 3-D collision checking
using range sensor data will be presented in section 4. Section 5
discusses a task priority control framework that minimizes en-
ergy consumption of the robotic system. Section 6 presents the
simulations and experimental results to demonstrate the results
achieved. Finally, in Section 7 concluding remarks and direc-
tions for future improvements are discussed.

Fig. 2: Test Lab. layout in Gazebo Simulation Environment

2. System Description and Safety Requirement

Apart from detecting obstacles, the robotic system should be
able to distinguish the presence of human operators in the en-
vironment. This allows the robot the enforcement of a safe ve-
locity during the workspace sharing with the human operators.
The overall system structure shown in Fig. 1 considers safety
in a distributed manner in such a way that both the robotic arm
and the mobile base fulfills these requirements.

The navigation system must achieve a 3D collision checking
during the motion planning for navigation in a partially struc-
tured indoor environment and manage unpredictable changes
due to the presence of human operators and unknown obstacles.
Moreover, the navigation system should also be able to predict
future collisions and demonstrate reactive motion planning ca-
pabilities. After reaching the goal, the system should be capable
of detecting the pose of the washing machine as a whole and
the different parts of the appliance such as knobs, buttons and
door handle in particular. Finally, the system should also ma-
nipulate and physically interact with the products while avoid-
ing collision and unsafe maneuvers. The list of tests that the
robot has to set or perform on the appliance must be loaded to
the robot in real-time through a wireless interface from external
system. Depending on the size of the product (small, medium
and large), the system should flexibly reconfigure itself to inter-
act with each appliance.

For the purpose of testing the proposed system, a TIAGO
mobile manipulator [13] has been used. However, different
commercial robotic solution will be proposed in the future for
deployment of the developed application in the appliance test
lab. TIAGO is completely based on the Robot Operating Sys-
tem (ROS), that facilitates access to hardware and hides the
complexities of transferring data between components [16].

The test lab contains large number of appliances that are ar-
ranged in a row with pair of rows facing each other and sepa-
rated by a gap that allow appliance transportation as indicated
in Fig. 2. This should be considered as an additional constraint
for motion planning of the arm and the base of the robot.

3. Human Detection and Pose Estimation

Almost all robotic systems relies on a robust perception sys-
tem to demonstrate autonomous and intelligent behaviors. Per-
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Fig. 3: Human Detection and Pose Estimation Procedure.

ception algorithms have been dominated mainly by computer
vision algorithms that involves usage of descriptive features for
object detection and recognition which usually involved human
operator in the past. The emergence of Deep Learning (DL),
however, introduced the concept of end-to-end learning where
feature selection and extraction as well as classification is per-
formed in one big learning network [12].

We have applied human detection and estimation of the hu-
man pose in order to provide the required safety and to elimi-
nate the risk of any damage to human body in the working space
of the robot. To implement human detection, Single Shot De-
tector (SSD300) [9], which has been adopted to MobileNetV2
[17] neural network, was used in this step. The neural architec-
ture has previously been trained on COCO dataset [8].

The human pose with respect to the robot mobile base must
be estimated for safety reasons. After detection step, the corre-
sponding points on the image frame [u, v]T given by detection
algorithm, are used as input to the pose estimation step, which
produces [x, y, z]T coordinates of the corresponding points
with respect to the camera optical frame as output. For that goal,
the depth map of the scene is obtained using the RGB-D cam-
era of the robot. Data encoded on the depth map represents the
distance of the arbitrary point with respect to camera optical
frame. After human detection and pose estimation in the robot
workspace, the estimated values of the pose are used to imple-
ment safety measures for a shared worskpace.

4. Navigation Module

Collision detection and path monitoring consumes up to 90
percent of computation time during robot motion planning task
[15]. This implies that fast collision detection plays central role
in enforcing reactive behavior that interleaves planning, con-
tinuous motion validation and execution. The advent of fast
computing capability has improved the development fast colli-
sion checking and re-planning algorithms that allows to realize
robust navigation system for mobile robots. Computations re-
lated to collision detection and proximity queries on GPU can
be more advantageous because of their multi-thread capabil-
ity. A comparison of mesh based collision checkers with CPU
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Collision checker

Point Cloud
Sources

Move base

OMPL

Global Planner Plugin

Local planner

nav msgs/Path
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base controller

cmd vel

Path Monitoring
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Path
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Replanning
request

map server/map

Fig. 4: GPU-Based Navigation Stack.

implementation [14] and voxel based approach on GPU which
discretize the robot and the environment is given in [6]. The
voxel based implementation of collision detection on GPUs has
shown improved results compared to the mesh based CPU im-
plementation in the case of multiple queries of collision check-
ing.

In this work, we propose a new approach that utilizes GPU-
based collision checker given in [5] for motion planning in the
framework of ROS navigation stack. A sampling based motion
planner and a GPU-based state validity checking implementa-
tion forms the global planner plugin. A sampling based mo-
tion planning implementation in Open Motion Planning Library
(OMPL) [20] is utilized as the global planner. The main differ-
ence between the proposed approach and the standard naviga-
tion stack is that we abandoned the use of 2D-costmap for envi-
ronment representation. Instead, a 3D voxel-map created from
depth sensors is utilized to facilitate a more reliable global plan-
ning that considers a three dimensional scene.

A local planner that follows the global plan is combined
with an independent path monitoring implementation utilizing
a swept volume of the robot used to detect future collisions and
leveraging on the computational capabilities of modern GPUs.
The architecture of the proposed GPU-Based navigation algo-
rithm is reported in Fig. 4. During the execution of a plan,
the collision checker monitors the global plan until the goal is
reached. This is achieved by creating a voxelized swept vol-
ume of the robot along the planned path and detecting colliding
voxels in the environment map. The swept volume is gener-
ated by keeping the results of path planning in the Voxel-Map
to create a virtual corridor for the robot. The generation of the
voxelized representation of the robot is performed offline and
inserted into the map. The core idea of sampling based mo-
tion planning (SBMP) is the approximation of the connectivity
of the sampled search space with a graph structure. The vari-
ations in the different types of SBMP originates from how the
sampling of the planning space is performed to create the ver-
tices of the graph and the strategies employed to generate the
edges from it. The sampled states and connection between them
forms the vertices and edges of the graph respectively. It obvi-
ous, however that the graph should constructed only from the
valid vertices and edges which denote the valid states and path
segments connecting them. Validating the sampled states and
the connection among them is where the fast collision checking
comes into play.
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(a) Environment map in GPU voxels visualizer. (b) TIAGO robot voxel
representation.

Fig. 5: Voxel-based representation of the robot and working environment.

OMPL facilitate the integration with external collision
checking algorithms through two abstract classes named Stat-
eValidityChecker and MotionValidator. The former allows the
planner to evaluate the validity of states while the later vali-
dates motions between two specified states, effectively creating
valid vertices and segments.

The StateValidityChecker class implements a routine that
takes sampled state space and return the validity information.
The path segment between the valid portion of the sampled state
space is also validated to form the edges through a routine in
the MotionValidator class of OMPL. The GPU-based collision
checking is used to implement state validity checker for OMPL
using a swept volume technique given in [6] in which the vir-
tual model of the robot in Fig. 5(b) is inserted into the robot
map at every pose we are checking for validity. The validity of
the states is verified by comparing it to the corresponding occu-
pancy of the voxels in the environment map. If the same voxel
location in the robot and environment map is occupied, the par-
ticular state associated with the robot pose carrying the collid-
ing voxels will be invalid. In case of motion validity checker,
After valid states are sampled, a linearly interpolated path seg-
ment between two valid state creates the swept volume by in-
serting the discrete model of the robot along this path segment.

The environment map carries a discrete representation about
the occupancy of the scene in a probabilistic way. To create
this environment map, a transformed and filtered pointcloud
from the robot’s onboard RGB-D camera is inserted and up-
dated on the GPU memory for fast collision detection. To per-
form the transformation of the pointcloud from camera frame
of the robot to world frame, an Adaptive Monte Carlo Local-
ization (AMCL) algorithm is used to localize the robot thereby
transforming the points to the world frame in real-time. The
environment map shown in Fig. 5(a) contains voxelized repre-
sentation of two rows of washing machine partially seen from
the TIAGO on-board camera.

As highlighted above, collision checking and monitoring are
performed virtually using the environment scene and the vox-
elized robot model. The mesh model of the robot is rasterized
into a binary 3D voxel grid to create a binary voxel model of
the robot using an offline software given in [11]. This offline
generated voxel representation of the robot will be inserted into

a separate robot map according to the joint state and odome-
try information of the actual robot. By inserting the voxelized
shape for each corresponding mesh surface on the robot, a full
discrete representation of the robot is added into a robot map
with same dimension as the environment map. The resolution
of discretization of the mesh surfaces of the robot affect the
memory usage and collision checking performance and should
be selected carefully. The voxelized shape of the TIAGO robot
given in Fig. 5(b) is used throughout this paper.

The motion planning developed in this work takes into ac-
count the presence of human to enable the robot to operate dif-
ferently from the basic obstacle avoidance problem to ensure
the safety of humans and enforce collaborative behaviour dur-
ing the interaction. To this end, a virtual cylindrical volume is
inserted in to the map in real-time to allow the motion planner
to plan safe path. During execution, the velocity of the robot
is varied depending on the distance between the robot and the
detected human operator in the environment as 1) Full Opera-
tional, 2) Human-Aware and 3) Danger mode. In the scenario
where either human is not in the worskpace or the distance
between the robot and human operator is greater than certain
predefined threshold, the robot operates in the Full Operational
mode exploiting its full velocity as generated by the local plan-
ner. In the Human-Aware operation mode, however, the robot
is at a distance that can injure the human operator, if they come
in contact. Thus, the robot operates in a reduced velocity mode
proportional to the distance. Finally, the Danger mode sets both
linear and rotational velocity to zero because of the overlapping
of the human safety zone and the robot’s footprint.

The robot safety features are implemented at both the global
and local planner level inside the software architecture of the
GPU-Based navigation stack. At the global planner level, the
presence of human operator is accommodated by inserting and
updating a virtual safety zone during motion planning. The
planner considers a cylindrical volume larger than the footprint
of the human operator as a safety region. This imposes addi-
tional planning constraints that insure no part of the 3D robot
shape violates the safety zone around the human. The local
planner is responsible to generate desired velocity commands to
the robot base and thus, has a direct influences on how the robot
executes the global plan. Therefore, safety related behaviours of
the robot are implemented in the local planner as follow:

Full Operational Mode if
∥∥∥x − xsafety

∥∥∥ > Dsafe

Human-Aware Mode if Ddanger <
∥∥∥x − xsafety

∥∥∥ < Dsafe

Danger Mode if
∥∥∥x − xsafety

∥∥∥ < Ddanger
(4.0.1)

where the x is the mobile robot’s pose, xsafety is the center of
the virtual safety volume around the human, Dsafety is the min-
imum distance between the robot and the human before the lo-
cal planner switches to the Human-Aware mode and Ddanger the
minimum safe distance between the human and robot.

5. Task Priority Control Framework

Task priority control enable the execution of several robotic
tasks, such as singularity avoidance, joint limit avoidance, col-
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Fig. 6: Safety requirement description.

lision avoidance, joint speed limitation other than conventional
end-effector position control, in a hierachical order, i.e. lower
priority tasks do not influence on the behavior of higher prior-
ity ones [19].

Let’s consider a robotic system with n Degrees of Freedom
(DoFs), being q ∈ Rn the vector of configuration variables,
which control input is the desired value of configuration vari-
able time derivative q̇, and a hierarchical set nt of tasks where
xi ∈ Rmi , i = 1, · · · , nt is the vector of the i-th task variables,
each of those can be represented as a function of q, i.e xi = fi(q)
and mi is the dimension of the i-th task. The time derivative of
the i-th task variables can be written as

ẋi =
d fi(q)

dt
= Jiq̇ (5.0.1)

where Ji ∈ Rmi×n is the i-th task Jacobian. The solution of
eq. (5.0.1) is the minimum norm solution of the minimization
problem

min
q̇
|| ˙̄xi − Jiq̇||2 (5.0.2)

where ˙̄x is a reference velocity vector of the i-th task. This so-
lution is given by the generalized inverse matrix J#

i as:
q̇ = J#

i ẋi + (I − J#
i Ji)q̇0 (5.0.3)

where (I−J#
i Ji) is the projection matrix with image space equal

to the null space of Ji, q̇0 ∈ Rn is an arbitrary vector of null-
space joint velocities. The i-th task can be than controlled by a
simple a proportional controller

˙̄xi = Ki(xdi − xi) (5.0.4)
where xid is the desired value of the i-th task variables, Ki ∈
Rmi×mi is the symmetric and positive definite task gain matrix.
Adding the vector q̇0 to the solution, as it is clear in eq. (5.0.3),
allows the generation of internal motions in the kinematic chain
without affecting the goal of the i-th task, i.e. reaching its vec-
tor space xi. Hence, eq. (5.0.3) can be used again to find q̇0
the solution of the (i − 1)-th task having lower priority. This
concept will be applied recursively on all the tasks of the task
framework, so lower priority tasks do not influence on the be-
havior of higher priority tasks. However, the generalized inverse
matrix used to solve eq. (5.0.1) creates a discontinuity when a
singularity of the matrix Ji is encountered. Another type of dis-
continuity appears during the activation and the deactivation of
inequality control objectives of a given task. Inequality control
objective are tasks requiring to constraints of the type xi ≤ xMi

or xi ≥ xmi. When xi needs to stay within an interval, two sepa-
rate inequality objectives can be used to represent the problem.
A relevant example of inequality task is the joint limiter. An in-
equality task becomes active only when its control objective is

going to be violated. On the other hand, even though conven-
tional equality control tasks, such as end-effector pose control,
can be always considered active, the activation and deactivation
feature enables to switch among different control objectives ac-
cording to the application needs. To deal with task activation
and deactivation, a diagonal activation matrix Ai ∈ Rmi×mi can
be considered for the i-th task. The j-th element on the diagonal
of Ai, namely ai( j), could be 1 if the j-th line of the i-th task is
active, ai( j) = 0 if it is inactive and 0 < ai( j) < 1 if in transition.
Though, the original minimization problem (5.0.5) is replaced
by the following

min
q̇

[||Ai( ˙̄xi − Jiq̇)||2 + ||Jiq̇||2Ai(I−Ai) + ||V
T
i q̇||2Pi

] (5.0.5)

where VT
i is the right orthonormal matrix of the SVD decom-

position of JT
i AiJi = UiΣiVT

i and Pi is a diagonal regularization
matrix where each element p(i,i) is a bell-shaped function of the
corresponding singular value of Ji, or zero if the correspondent
singular value do not exist and the notation ‖ · ‖P indicates the
weighted norm, i.e. ‖q̇‖2Pi

= q̇T Piq̇.
The solution of (5.0.5) can be then written as

q̇ = (JT
i AiJi + VT

i PiVi)#JT
i AiAi ˙̄xi

+ (I − (JT
i AiJi + VT

i PiVi)#JT
i AiAiJi)q̇0

(5.0.6)

To maximize also safety and power saving capabilities by
means of the proposed task priority controller, the previously
described control framework is further extended by including
the robot inertia matrix M in the computation of the generalized
pseudo-inverse. Hence, the kinetic energy enters directly in the
minimization problem, thus reducing the motion of the robot
DoFs associated to larger inertia and leveraging more on the
lighter ones, thus reducing power consumption and improving
battery life. By considering this different type of discontinuities,
the extension of any priority levels with the initialization q̇0 =

0, Q0 = I, for k = 1, · · · , nt, to any priority levels is expressed
in the following equations

Wk = JkQk−1(JkQk−1)#,Ak ,Qk−1,M

Qk = Qk−1(I − (JkQk−1)#,Ak ,I,MJkQk−1)

Tk = (I −Qk−1(JkQk−1)#,Ak ,I,MWkJk)

q̇k = Tkq̇k−1 +Qk−1(JkQk−1)#,Ak ,.,MWk ˙̄xk

(5.0.7)

x#,A,q,M � (M−1T
xT Ax+ηM−1(I−Q)T (I−Q)+VT PV)#M−1T

xT AA
(5.0.8)

where V is the right orthonormal matrix of the SVD decompo-
sition of xT Ax + η(I − Q)T (I − Q) and η is a suitable damping
coefficient.

In our application, we considered four different tasks: the
end-effector position controller task, the joint velocity mini-
mizer task, the joint limiter task and the singularity avoidance
task. To implement the singularity avoidance task, we used the
concept of the manipulability index proposed in [22]. The idea
is therefore to consider as control variable the smallest singular
value of the robot Jacobian. Hence, by satisfying the last value,
which is the smallest singular values, we are also guarantee the
other singular values [21]. The joint limiter task is added in the
hierarchy to ensure the safety of the robot. However, the joint
velocity limiter task is added in order to reach the goal of the
whole task priority while minimizing the joint speeds so the en-
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(a) Environment scene in Gazebo. (b) Path planning and monitor-
ing.

(c) Human in the scene. (d) Cylindrical safety zone around the
human operator.

Fig. 7: GPU-based planning and monitoring: path planning with washing machine door opened and human-aware safety zone rendered in GPU memory.

ergy spent by the robot. Since TIAGO is battery powered, the
joint velocity minimizer task, together with the inertia-weighted
generalized pseudoinverse, increases also increases also its bat-
tery life by reducing the overall system energy consumption.

6. Simulations and Experiments

6.1. Planning with GPU-based 3D Collision Checking

The modified navigation stack is tested in an environment
with cluttered three dimensional environment scene. The test
is conducted by creating an environment that has objects not
detected by the laser such as open washing machine door and
a suspended bar between boxes which can lead to the failure
of navigation systems based on 2D obstacle rendering. For a
simple comparison, two sampling based planners, namely RRT-
star [7] and LBKPIECE1 [1], are chosen for the evaluation
of the proposed GPU-based collision checking. Although they
produced approximately identical path as shown in Fig. 7(b),
planning time has improved when using control based motion
planner such as LBKPIECE1. The detail of time during plan-
ning is shown with breakdown for state motion validation in
Tab. 1.

Table 1: comparison of RRT-star and LBKPIECE when applying GPU collision
checker

Pose and Motion validation time LBKPIECE1 RRT-star

Total no. of Poses Inserted 674 44
Pose insertion time (ms) 3.54021 3.82593
Pose collision time (ms) 0.383763 0.463711
Poses collision 0.383763 0.463711
Total no. of motion Inserted 165 295
motion collision time (ms) 15.4182 145.363
Total Planning time in Sec. 5.188 25.48

The case of successful path monitoring is also demonstrated
in Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b) where the robot is able to plan and
monitor it’s path through a corridor with an open door washing
machine. The path monitoring is able to detect the particular
robot pose in the plan that is in collision with the environment

ahead of the actual collision through the swept volume. This
effectively prune out poses of the plan that are in collision at
anytime during the execution. This, in turn, results in the capa-
bility to initialize re-planning from a more suitable pose which
avoids the chance that the robot get stuck in case a new obstacle
in encountered along the way.

6.2. Human-Aware Safety Region Rendering

To demonstrate the proposed safety approach, the human
detection and pose estimation algorithm is combined with the
human-aware safety region rendering in GPU to ensure safety
and collaborative behaviour. Even from partial view of the hu-
man operator, the related cylindrical safety zone can be inserted
into the environment map and used during planning as shown
in Fig. 7(d). This 3D-safety requirement ensures all parts of the
robot(i.e. arm and mobile base) stay outside the region that col-
lide with the safety zone during motion planning. The velocity
of the robot during each execution cycle satisfies the safety re-
quirement as shown in Fig. 8(b). The robot only reduces it’s full
operational velocity when it is in the human-aware mode and
completely stops when the robot enters danger zone. Moreover,
the validity of the remaining path segment is checked on every
cycle to avoid collision and trigger re-planning ahead. The com-
parison of the velocity command with and without the safety
constraint is shown in Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(b). It can be seen
that the safety constraint reduced the peak velocities only in the
region where human operator is in the vicinity. This allows full
operational velocity when human operators are not in the scene
or the distance between the operator and the robot is greater
than Dsafe.

6.3. Task priority control of the TIAGO arm

We used /arm controller/command interface to control the
TIAGo arm in a task priority hierarchy. During our experiments,
we considered 4 different tasks in the following order of pri-
ority: joint limiter task, end-effector position task, singularity
avoidance task and velocity joint limiter task. After setting the
different task parameters, the goal for TIAGo end-effector po-
sition control to reach the following pose (translation (x,y,z):
[0.857 0.070 0.825], orientation (x,y,z): [3.033 0.079 −0.759])
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(a) Velocity command with safety constraints.
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(b) Velocity command without safety constraints.

Fig. 8: Linear velocity Plot with and without Safety Requirement.

is passed. In 6.3.1, we show the effects of the velocity min-
imizer task during the motion of TIAGo arm between from
its initial position to the end-effector goal position. However,
in 6.3.2, we present the influence of using the inertia-weighted
generalized pseudoinverse on the kinetic energy of the TIAGo
arm.

6.3.1. Effects of the Velocity Minimizer Tasks
Figure 9 compares the joint velocities of TIAGo arm for

two different types of task priority control where the velocity
minimizer task is present and absent. Below, we can see that
adding the joint velocity minimizer task reduces the joint ve-
locities: the joint velocities of different joints is lower when the
velocity minimizer task is present 9(a) compared to when it is
absent 9(b). This conclusion is clearly seen in Table 2 and 3.
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(a) Joint velocities with velocity minimizer task.
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(b) Joint velocity without velocity minimizer task.

Fig. 9: Effects of the velocity minimizer task during the TIAGo arm motion.

Table 2 shows how the root mean square (RMS) velocities of all
the joints reduced when joint velocity minimizer task is added

compared to the joint velocities without the minimizer task. Ta-
ble 3 also indicate that the time required to reach a steady state
velocities lower than 0.02 rad/s. A reduced joint velocities im-
plies less energy consumption, which improves the battery life
of the TIAGo robot.

Figure 11 shows different steps of the robot motion starting
from its initial position and reaching the end-effector goal.

6.3.2. Effects of the Inertia Matrix in Task Priority Control
Figure 10 compares the kinetic energy of TIAGo’s arm dur-

ing the motion task with and without inertia-weighted general-
ized pseudoinverse. The task priority hierarchy considered the 4
different tasks that are already introduced and the robot gripper
should reach the latter defined goal. It is clear that the robot ki-
netic energy is lower when the inertia-weighted pseudoinverse
is used ( see Figure 10). Though, this solution allows to save
energy while guaranteeing.

7. Conclusion and Future work

This work has presented the results on appliance test au-
tomation with the introduction of mobile manipulators in the
test laboratory environment. The overall system is conceived to
operate in a safe way in the vicinity of human operator while
also optimizing energy usage of the arm.

The experimental and simulation tests are conducted for all
the subsystems considering a scenario similar to the actual test
laboratory. The result of the experiment showed significant suc-
cess in navigating through narrow corridors while maintaining
correct detection of appliances and estimating their pose both
from close and far range.

Joint 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
With 0.080 0.169 0.05 0.240 0.174 0.160 0.100
Without 0.082 0.172 0.065 0.243 0.180 0.165 0.114

Table 2: Effect on the velocity minimizer on the RMS value of joint velocities.

Joint 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
With 10.50 12.71 10.90 12.62 25.30 13.83 12.09
Without 12.17 14.34 13.39 15.07 34.45 18.62 19.73

Table 3: Time required for each joint to reach a velocity less than 0.02 rad/s
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(a) Robot kinetic energy with inertia-weighted pseudoinverse.
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(b) Robot kinetic energy without inertia-weighted pseudoinverse.

Fig. 10: Kinetic energy of the TIAGo arm during the motion task with and
without inertia-weighted generalized pseudoinverse.

Fig. 11: Different steps of the motion of TIAGo arm.
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